Prostatein or steroid binding protein (PSBP) induces experimental autoimmune prostatitis (EAP) in NOD mice.
In a previous study, we showed that nonobese diabetic (NOD) mice, a strain that present an inherited predisposition to develop both spontaneous and induced autoimmune lesions, are susceptible to the induction of experimental autoimmune prostatitis (EAP), developing a severe inflammatory reaction in the prostate, accompanied by humoral and T-cell-mediated responses. In this study we asked whether the protein steroid binding protein (PSBP) or prostatein (a major autoantigen in the rat model of EAP) is a potential autoantigen in the NOD mouse model and examined the ability of purified PSBP to induce EAP in this strain. Our results indicate clearly that NOD male mice react immunologically to PSBP by developing lymphocytic inflammatory lesions in prostatic tissue and producing both a cellular- and humoral-specific autoimmune response. But our results suggest also the existence of other prostatic autoantigens present only in total prostate extract. Such additional antigens could enhance the autoimmune response and result in more severe forms of inflammation. We also analyzed the respective contributions of MHC antigens and CD4/CD8 T-cell subsets in NOD mice lacking expression of beta 2-microglobulin (NOD.beta2m degrees/degrees) or MHC class II beta chain (NOD.Abeta degrees/degrees) and demonstrate an essential role for CD4(+) T cells in the development of EAP in the NOD model. In conclusion, we demonstrate that PSBP is an autoantigen recognized by the NOD immune system, capable of generating humoral and cellular autoimmune responses and of inducing EAP. Moreover, using selected knock-out NOD mice we demonstrate an essential role for CD4(+) T cells in the development of EAP.